FEEDBACK ON ROGER ROYSE’S SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

“I thought your session was the most informative and valuable of all of the sessions offered at the
conference.” Quinten Messbarger, Vice President, Missouri Innovation Center, Inc.
“Your session was one of the most valuable of the week for me. Very much enjoyed the dialogue and
Q&A.” Adam Cook, CFO, LDJ Productions
“It was an outstanding presentation ‐ one of the best I've seen in my 15 years at these events.” Mark S.
Long, Director, UF| Sid Martin Biotechnology Institute
“The consensus was clear—you’re a startup guru who is interesting and fun to listen to. Not bad – an
interesting guru.” Mike Clark, CPA, Silicon Valley Financial Planning Forum.
“Roger, you found the energy. You were a great. You have a devoted following.” June Riley, VC Task Force
“Roger ‐ you were one of the best moderators I've ever seen, and thank you so much for such a fantastic
panel…” Sophia Viklund, Co‐founder, The Deep Learning Group
“… thank you again for the terrific presentation... You literally left the audience buzzing. You covered an
amazing amount of material in an hour, and, yet, it was an exciting and compelling program – especially so
due to the many anecdotes you weave in.” John F. ("Jack") Longinotti, FEI SV Careers Committee & Programs
Chair. MINDREMO HG LLC
“Thank you also for speaking to our FEISV Careers Luncheon today. You entertained and fully engaged our
audience of senior financial executives and left ‘em scared!” Mark D. Muenchow, Second Vice President
Financial Executives Institute Silicon Valley Chapter.
“…you did a phenomenal job at the FEi meeting. I learned a great deal and thought your presentation was
very interesting and engaging….” Janice (Jan) Berthold, Sr. VP, Heffernan Insurance Brokers
“The point of any presentation is to present a complex issue in such a way that individuals from various
backgrounds can simultaneously understand it and see its relevance. Roger Royse has the unique ability to
do just that: he is comprehensive, approachable, and interesting." Brett A. Burlison, Law Office of Brett A.
Burlison, San Francisco, California.
"Roger is a knowledgeable and engaging speaker who can make technical tax and legal topics understandable
and accessible. His presentation was informative, entertaining and enjoyed by all." Adria Price, President,
Bay Area Young Tax Lawyers, San Francisco, California.
"Mr. Royse’s presentation on Technology Transactions was interesting, informative, and touched on cutting‐
edge concepts. Given our event consisted of members of the Young Tax Lawyers Association, it was
important that he give a presentation that would be understandable and appealing to younger attorneys. The
presentation flowed in such a way as to grasp everyone’s attention, even those not well versed in this
particular area of tax law. Mr. Royse was engaging, entertaining, and a great teacher of the complex subject
matter." Steffi Gascon, Secretary, Los Angeles Young Tax Lawyers.
“…interesting and informative” Walter P. Hitchcock, Law Offices of Walter P. Hitchcock, San Mateo, CA.
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“Roger recently provided a presentation in Kiev. I found that he quickly grasped the needs and concerns of
an international audience looking to solve business problems. I asked several questions of Roger during his
presentation—based on his feedback, I have the information I need to move forward.”
Ihor Pidruchny, CEO & Founder, Lezgro, Ukraine
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